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I am so, so hungry today

I know I need something to eat

But I have nothing with to pay

And hunger is hard to defeat

 

I go about my day alone

In hopes I’ll come across a feast

Yet my stomach shrinks to atone

Its appetite that’s of a beast

 

It’s been so long since I last ate

Since I last sat at a table

My fears served on a mirror

plate

Where I force my hand to stable

 

I’m so, so hungry I feel sick

I guess I have much to stomach

 

Hunger to Stomach 

By Jazmin Arellano 

 



 Watch the fearsome apex hunter
 Rule the jungle with his might.

 Not driven by his hunger,
 He kills for pureness of delight.

  
 “What immortal hand or eye,

 Could frame thy fearful symmetry?”
 But a God who you and I

 Know makes a fool deserve ignominy.
  

 Sharpened claws on deadly paws,
 Terrible fangs and ways of stealth

 Find no match against the jaws
 Of metal and ingenious wealth.

  
 So, nature wails under his wrath;

 It makes him feel so brave and bold.
 As spears and bullets pave his path,

 He hauls in foolish mortals' gold.
  
 

Lord of the Jungle 
BY D. Martinez 



Midnight Ponderings 
By Khia Castanieto

Here comes the night! – 
Blown in like a breeze. 

How easy it is to
Be made gentle by sleep.



     I found nothing.
     I didn’t know if I was smiling. It didn’t matter. I was alone. No
one could hear me, and I could hear no one.
     The lights were off--the world nonexistent. It was like I was a
new person in planes of existence beyond human understanding--
a place where I could be understood because there was nothing to
understand, because there was nothing.
     Thoughts were meaningless and could be ignored. Appearances
were hidden, voices were unheard, concepts were undetermined,
and fear was absolved; I belonged to nothing.
     Feverish darkness, roaring silence; nothing.
  

Roar of Nothings
 By Scott A

 



Loudres
By Khia Castanieto 

  
 

Her pyre is torrid and burning
 

Always lit and never during
 

The night does it stop or cease
 

To flicker and flare or be at peace.
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